A Chorus Line: I Hope I Get It
Choreographer: Christine Sedlack
Music: “I Hope I Get It” from A Chorus Line
Dancers: Alisha Bansal, Audrey Chang, Helen Chen, Deena Cohen, Denizalp Goktas, Chelsea Jean-Michel, Meaghan Marohn, Sophia Pellegrom, Olivia Roche, Katherine Strong, Sasha Tabachnikova, Vanessa Van Deusen, Sophie Visscher-Lubinizki, Lauren Wilmore

Thanks to my high energy, ultra talented and theatrical cast for the finesse, passion, and fun they brought to this piece. Very grateful for these bright Broadway stars who shine as dancers and as people!

Second Chances
Choreographer: Chelsea Jean-Michel
Music: “Second Chances” by Imagine Dragons
Dancers: Brianna Alico, Sophie Billinge, Annie Block, China Braekman, Haidee Chen, Yuval Dinoor, Katherine Gallagher, Floriane Labarussiat, Ally Lozada, Sanjana Marcé, Marisa Ngbemeneh, Lauren Ogden, Jillian Shea, Justine Vaughan, Zoe Wechsler, Veronica Zelles

Thanks to my cast for all their hard work, the Orchesis board for giving me the opportunity to choreograph, and my family for being awesome!

Interlude 1
Choreographer: Sofia Krom
Music: “Fixer Upper” from Frozen

Kick It
Choreographer: Kiran Aida
Music: “Running Behind” by Holychild, “Mi Gente” by J Balvin and Willy William, and “Trini Dem Girls” by Nicki Minaj
Dancers: Kiran Aida, Haidee Chen, Yael Cohen, Elena Gadekar, Simi Ibikunle, Meaghan Marohn, Rachel Mulholland, Elana Rebitzer, Justine Vaughan, Kylie Wu
Thank you to my beautiful cast, my crazy friends, my loving family, the twerk-master Gabriel Lopez, and the amazing Viji Saxena for supporting and nourishing my love for dance.

Landfill

Choreographer: Debby Song  
**Music:** “Landfill” by Daughter  
**Dancers:** Annie Ablon, Clara Benioff, Audrey Chang, Mary Fellios, Shelby Hettler, Marisa Ngbemeneh, Gianna Raimo, Christine Sedlack, Debby Song, Melody Tai, Jennifer Wu, Emily Zhang

A huge thank you to my brilliant dancers for being willing to try anything, and my unlucky friends who humour all my questions about choreography. You all inspire me!

Orchesis Board Interlude

Choreographers: Chelsea Noble and Board  
**Music:** “Let It Go” by Idina Menzel  
**Dancers:** Audrey Chang, Nadia Halim, Sarah Hanrahan, Meaghan Marohn, Marya Merriam, Chelsea Noble, Elana Rebitzer, Nicole Rondeau, Kyra Schindler, Hanna Scholze, Christine Sedlack, Melody Tai

Run Boy Run

Choreographer: Sarah Miller  
**Music:** “Run Boy Run” by Woodkid  
**Dancers:** Simone Advaney, Tara Anand, Emma Chen, Moorea Colby, Bridget Craig, Caroline Dailey, Denizalp Goktas, Elena Kosh, Sofia Krom, Sophie Lanier, Liz Marino, Andrea Patella, Elana Rebitzer, Ana B. Trejos, Jessica Tschida, Sophie Visscher-Lubinizki, Jennifer Wu

Thank you, thank you, thank you to my wonderful cast for doing all the running and all the dancing, and thank you to my friends, my family, and my Orchesis family, who have all been so supportive!

London Can Take It

Choreographer: Sophie Billinge  
**Music:** “London Can Take It” by Public Service Broadcasting
Dancers: Sarah Beckley, Megha Bharadwaj, Yuval Dinoor, Denizalp Goktas, Clara Harter, Nicole Hinz, Tamryn Hodge, Chelsea Jean-Michel, Ally Lozada, Meaghan Marohn, Olivia Roche, Sophia Rouze, Katherine Strong, Sasha Tabachnikova

One, Two Step
Choreographer: Chelsea Noble
Music: “One, Two Step” by Ciara, Missy Elliot
Dancers: Simone Advaney, Caroline Cailloux, Bridget Craig, Erik Dyer, Melody Grappo, Wanhua He, Midori Hosoda, Emily Latif, Briley Lewis, Bryan Li, Emily Li, Katherine Malus, Jessica Monaco, Ella Komita Moussa, Sithal Nimmagadda, Dakota Powell, Hesperus di Properzio, Amanda Sosnowski, Allison Tay, Sai Pavan Unnam, Sam Velasquez, Rachel Wan, Emily Weinstein, Isabel Wong, Lillian Zhang, Jenny Zhu

let’s meet downtown!
Choreographers: JP Viernes
Music: “Loaves of Bread” by Little Tybee
Dancers: Bri Alico, Maysa Baladi, Clara Benioff, Bridget Craig, Katherine Gallagher, Gabriel Garon, Natalie Guerra, Clara Harter, Jessica Lee, Lauren Ogden, Madelyn McZeal, Yuki Mitsuda, Maddie Molot, Lydia Paris, Andrea Patella, Elana Rebitzer, Dan Reiser, Olivia Roche, Sasha Tabachnikova, Lauren Wilmore, Jenny Zhu

This piece is dedicated to your favorite neighborhood spot - that one park, or square, or fountain, or stoop. Thank you to my brilliant dancers, the Orchesis board, and cities everywhere!

—INTERMISSION—

Feel It Still
Choreographer: Melody Tai
Music: “Feel It Still” by Portugal. The Man
Dancers: Kat Bartley, Audrey Chang, Jessica Cohen, Elena Gadekar, Nadia Halim, Shelby Hettler, Chelsea Noble, Nicole Rondeau, Kyra Schindler, Hanna Scholze, Neta Singer, Debby Song, Rebecca Sosman, Melody Tai
Sweet Disposition
Choreographer: Sarah Hanrahan
Music: "Sweet Disposition" by The Temper Trap

Thank you to my cast for all of your hard work! It was amazing to dance with you all this semester!

Interlude 2
Choreographer: Deena Cohen
Music: “Do You Want To Build a Snowman” from Frozen

Heal
Choreographer: Ellen Guo
Music: “Heal” by Tom Odell
Dancers: Sarah Barlow-Ochshorn, Sarah Beckley, Caroline Cailloux, Teresa Deely, Hesperus di Properzio, Elizabeth Endara, Sally Green, Nicole Hinz, Midori Hosoda, Mirai Hutheesing, Erica Kam, Madeline Knutson, Ella Komita Moussa, Emily Latif, Hannah Leland, Emily Li, Katherine Malus, Liz Marino, Jessica Monaco, Alexa Perlov, Dakota Powell, Dana Ross, Amanda Ryvkin, Anna Stoneman, Allison Tay, Jessica Tschida, Sam Velasquez, Isabel Wong

Thank you to my lovely dancers and to the Orchesis board for giving me the chance to put my vision on stage!

Interlude 3
Extinct by Instinct
Choreographer: Kosta Karakashyan
Music: “Sober” by Lorde
Dancers: Bri Alico, Tamryn Hodge, Jessica Lee, Annie Ablon, Sophia Pellegrom, Nadia Aimutlak, Moorea Colby, Clara Benioff, Nastassia Maes, Nicole Rondeau, Michaele DiMaggio-Potter, Sophia Rouze, Kyra Schindler, Zoe Wechsler, Madeleine Collier, Gianna Raimo, Jessica Cohen, Rebecca Sosman, Maysa Baladi, Chelsea Noble

This piece is dedicated to the spontaneous, the ridiculous and the escapist in the cases we just need it. Thank you to my strong, ferocious dancers for your creativity and commitment and the Orchesis board for the trust and opportunity!

Untitled (Switzerland)
Choreographer: Alisha Bansal
Music: “Switzerland” by Daughter
Dancers: Maysa Baladi, Sophie Billinge, Annie Block, China Braekman, Allie Costa, Gabriel Garon, Kosta Karakashyan, Maddie Molot, Hana Rivers, Christine Sedlack, Elizabeth Sobolik, Vanessa Van Deusen

What About Us
Choreographer: Nadia Halim
Music: “What About Us” by P!nk (cover by Davina Michelle)
Dancers: Alisha Bansal, Kat Bartley, Jessica Cohen, Mary Fellios, Elena Gadekar, Gabriel Garon, Shelby Hettler, Kosta Karakashyan, Jessica Lee, Brendan Lim, Chelsea Noble, Zoe Novello, Gianna Raimo, Nicole Rondeau, Kyra Schindler, Hanna Scholze, Neta Singer, Debby Song, Melody Tai, Daniella Truong, Lauren Wilmore, Emily Zhang

Thank you to my fabulous cast for high quality wiggles and for giving high quality drama!
All We Do Is Win

Choreographer: Yaël Cohen

Music: “Senile” by Young Money feat. Tyga, Nicki Minaj, Lil Wayne; “All I Do Is Win” by DJ Khaled feat. Ludacris, Snoop Dog, Rick Ross; “Yoncé” by Beyoncé; “N**** in Paris” by Jay-Z & Kanye West

Dancers: Kiran Aida, Alex Braslavsky, Yaël Cohen, Moorea Colby, Naava Ellenberg, Sarah Hanrahan, Clara Harter, Tamryn Hodge, Simi Ibikunle, Chelsea Jean-Michel, Sofia Krom, Charis Lam, Brendan Lim, Rachel Mulholland, Shiqi Ouyang, Sophia Rouze, Kotono Shibata, Gauri Talwar, Daniella Troung, Justine Vaughan, Kylie Wu

If you have a sudden epiphany sometime while we’re dancing, lmk.

Dear Cast, thank you for putting up with me. Sorry I couldn’t put an animal picture in the program.

FINALE

Music: “Love Is An Open Door” by Kristen Bell and Santino Fontana

Dancers: Entire Cast

Orchesis Board 2017

Executive Board:
- Nadia Halim, Chair
- Nicole Rondeau, Producer
- Christine Sedlack, Treasurer

General Board:
- Chelsea Noble, Public Relations Chair
- Melody Tai, Archivist
- Hanna Scholze, Space Coordinator
- Audrey Chang, Social Events Chair
- Meaghan Marohn, CUPAL Liaison
- Kyra Schindler, Costume Coordinator
- Marya Merriam, Costume Coordinator
- Sarah Hanrahan, Costume Coordinator
- Elana Rebitzer, Costume Coordinator

Special Thanks to…
- Andrew Brugman and Josh Lucas in Columbia Undergraduate Student Life
- Alina Wong at Barnard Advising
▪ Vicky Zabriskie at Lerner Tech
▪ Lerner Tech crew for lights, sound, and stage management
▪ Katie Glasner, Tricia Toliver, and The Barnard Dance Department
▪ The Arts Initiative
▪ Columbia University Performing Arts League
▪ The CUArts Ticket and Information Center
▪ The Activities Board at Columbia
▪ The Governing Board at Barnard
▪ University Events Management
▪ Columbia Facilities
▪ Jacob Snyder

Sponsored in part by the Arts Initiative at Columbia University. This funding is made possible through a generous gift from The Gatsby Charitable Foundation.